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Abstract

As a city’s chief executive, the mayor is the highest profile local politician, but can mayors
influence policy choices and outcomes? Although case studies of American cities often carve
out a prominent role for mayors, quantitative studies examining the effects of mayors on a
range of outcomes have yielded mixed results. This paper examines the relationship between
mayors and fiscal outcomes, focusing on mayors’ occupational experience. Specifically, do
cities that elect mayors with executive business experience exhibit systematically different
fiscal policy outcomes? To identify the effect of mayors’ backgrounds on fiscal outcomes, I
draw on an original dataset containing information on the occupational and political experience
of more than 3,000 mayoral candidates and employ a regression discontinuity design. I find
that mayors with executive business experience do shape municipal fiscal policy by shifting
the allocation of expenditures across policy areas, investing in infrastructure while curtailing
redistributive spending.
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1 Introduction

Fundamental to the study of politics are questions about whether and how political leaders influ-

ence outcomes. I investigate these questions in the context of U.S. cities. Simply put, do mayors

matter? In contrast to the ideologically charged debates of national politics, the substance and

purpose of local government is funding and delivering essential services. From mundane tasks

like plowing snow and picking up garbage to preventing crime and fighting fires, city governments

provide essential services that are central to the public’s safety and quality of life. Because mu-

nicipal services are such a critical feature of public life, successes and failures are readily visible

to local residents, as well as prospective residents, consumers, and businesses. Are traffic signals

functional and potholes filled? Are streets and parks clean and safe? Even voters with little knowl-

edge of politics or government can easily notice a decline in the quality or quantity of services, an

uptick in crime, or an increase in their tax bills.

Voters may use elections to hold politicians accountable for shortcomings or failures, but they

also may try to select leaders who will produce desired outcomes (Fearon 1999; Besley 2006). As

a city’s chief executive, the mayor is the highest profile local politician. Case studies of American

cites portray individual mayors as crucial actors with the ability to shape the fortunes of their cities

(e.g., Ferman 1985; Stone 1989; DeLeon 1995; Fuchs 1992; Inman 1995). Although mayors are

unquestionably important actors, they also have been understudied. The mayor is the face and

name of municipal government, but do mayors influence policy choices and outcomes? Efforts to

answer this question have been constrained by a lack of detailed data about mayors and complicated

by the methodological challenges of separating the effects of mayors from other observed and

unobserved factors that could affect both mayoral characteristics and policy outcomes.

In recent years, several empirical studies have examined the causal effects of mayors’ partisan-

ship and produced conflicting and largely null results. Electing a Democrat or Republican has little

effect on the size of local government, the allocation of resources, or crime (Ferreira and Gyourko

2009, but see also de Benedictis-Kessner and Warshaw 2016). In large cities, however, electing a

Democratic mayor may lead to a decline in spending on public safety but has no significant effect
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on a host of other spending and revenue items (Gerber and Hopkins 2011). While these studies

provide reasons to question mayors’ abilities to influence policy, their focus on partisanship also

presents complications. Studies of US politics at the national and state level consistently find that

Democrats and Republicans have distinct preferences associated with divergent policy outcomes

(e.g., Lee, Moretti and Butler 2004; McCarty, Poole and Rosenthal 2006; Bartels 2008; Erikson,

Wright and McIver 1993), but the role of partisanship at the local level is less straightforward.

Although party tends to be a strong predictor of choices of both voters and elites (Campbell

et al. 1960; Green, Palmquist and Schickler 2002; McCarty, Poole and Rosenthal 2006), the major-

ity of U.S. local elections are nonpartisan. In some nonpartisan cities, candidates’ party affiliations

may be widely known even if they do not appear on the ballot. However, in many others, mayors’

party affiliations remain unknown even after extensive research. As a result, these mayors and

cities are excluded from any analysis—-including those cited above—-that relies on partisanship

to assess the ability of mayors to affect outcomes. At the same time, party may be less salient in

local politics (Oliver, Ha and Callen 2012). Many of the core functions of cities, such as essential

service provision, land use, and public safety, produce policy debates and choices that can be diffi-

cult to cast in starkly partisan terms. As the adage goes, there is no Republican or Democratic way

to collect trash.

In contrast to earlier studies, I focus on candidates’ occupational backgrounds. Specifically, I

ask whether electing a mayor with experience as a business owner or executive leads to systemat-

ically different policy outcomes. Business owners and executives are especially well represented

in city halls across the country, and local policies have implications for the success of local busi-

nesses. Descriptive theories of urban politics depict business interests as prominent stakeholders

with strong preferences and considerable influence over local policy choices (Logan and Molotch

1987; Stone 1989). Broadly, this literature implies that business executives, particularly those

who own or operate local businesses, will favor policies they expect to foster economic growth.

Business owners and executives are likely to have strong preferences for low taxes and limited

redistribution but high-quality services and amenities. Executive business experience also may
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constitute a salient cue for voters as they evaluate candidates and select a mayor—especially in the

nonpartisan elections so common in U.S. cities.

To assess the impact of business executive mayors, I compiled data on the the backgrounds of

mayoral candidates from cities across the United States. This extensive original dataset includes

3,257 mayoral candidates from 263 U.S. cities and covers the time period 1950 to 2007. Additional

data include measures of municipal finances from the U.S. Census of Governments and the Annual

Survey of Governments, which enable me to test the effect of electing a business executive mayor

on a range of fiscal outcomes, such as expenditures, revenue, and taxes. To address concerns over

endogeneity, namely the possibility that factors related to how likely a city is to elect a business

executive also determine policy outcomes, I adopt a regression discontinuity design (RDD). With

the RDD, I leverage election results to compare outcomes in cities that narrowly elect a business

executive to outcomes in cities where a business executive loses by a slim margin. Focusing on

cities that are similar in propensity to elect a business executive mitigates the threat that observed

or unobserved confounders could bias the results.

To preview my empirical results, I find that business owners and executives do produce system-

atically different fiscal outcomes. I find little evidence to indicate that business executive mayors

exert strong influence on overall spending or revenue. However, business executive mayors do

influence the spending across policy areas. I find that electing a business executive leads to signifi-

cantly lower levels of spending on housing and community development—spending that typically

is redistributive in nature. At the same time, I also find evidence of an increase in spending on

roads in cities that elect business executives. Some suggestive evidence also indicates that busi-

ness executive mayors may increase revenue from local sources, but likely in the form of user fees

and charges rather than taxes. Finally, further analyses support the notion that experience as a

business owner or executive is not simply a proxy for political party.

Overall, my findings suggests that who serves as mayor has implications for policy choices

and outcomes. In particular, these changes limit the potential for redistribution. These results not

only provide evidence that mayors matter but also speak to research and debates surrounding rep-
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resentation and inequality. Empirical evidence from a variety of contexts suggests that descriptive

representation has meaningful policy consequences (see e.g., Whitby 1997; Besley and Case 2003;

Chattopadhyay and Duflo 2004). Much of this work has focused on race, gender, and ethnicity,

but recent studies have highlighted the underrepresentation of the working class. The empirical

results presented here are quite consistent with existing studies that use occupation as a proxy for

class and find evidence that the overrepresentation of the affluent in U.S. legislatures leads to more

conservative economic policy (Carnes 2012; 2013). In contrast, however, this study focuses on

elected executives, incorporating original data on both election winners and runners-up in an effort

to establish a causal link between mayors and public policy.

2 Does it Matter Who Serves?

Canonical models of party competition yield the median voter theorem, which implies that can-

didates for office will converge to the policy position that best matches the preferences of the

median voter, so different leaders should produce similar outcomes (Downs 1957). Other models

(e.g., Alesina 1988; Besley and Coate 1997), however, imply that if politicians care not only about

winning election but also about policy outcomes, they have incentives to follow their own policy

preferences. In these models, forward looking voters account for these incentives, and politicians

cannot credibly commit to moderate policies. As a result, to the extent that candidates’ have dis-

tinct preferences and policy objectives, different leaders may produce divergent outcomes.

Contrary to the expectations of the Downsian model, Ansolabehere, Snyder and Stewart (2001)

analyze the ideological positions of congressional candidates over more than 100 years and doc-

ument a pattern of non-convergence at both the national and district levels. They find candidates’

positions tend to reflect the national party rather than the median voter, although more competitive

races exhibit greater convergence. Once elected, Republicans and Democrats in Congress exhibit

ideologically distinct behavior (Poole and Rosenthal 1997), and differences in party control are

associated with contrasting policies, particularly on issues concerning taxing and spending (Mc-
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Carty, Poole and Rosenthal 2006; Bartels 2008). Lee, Moretti and Butler (2004, p. 810) go so far

as to argue that rather than influencing politicians, “voters elect policies through choosing a legis-

lator [emphasis in the original],” showing that even winners of highly competitive Congressional

races fail to pursue moderate policies once in office.

Several studies also have sought to identify the causal effect of mayoral partisanship on local

fiscal policy, and despite partially conflicting results, the overall findings suggest a much weaker

link between party and policy than we typically observe at higher levels of U.S. politics. Ferreira

and Gyourko (2009) examine the effect of mayors’ partisanship on local public finances and invoke

Tiebout sorting to explain their null results, suggesting that the degree of preference heterogeneity

within cities is generally insufficient to support partisan policy differentiation. On the other hand,

Gerber and Hopkins (2011) find that the election of a Democratic mayor leads to a decline in

public safety spending but has little effect on other aspects of municipal finance. The authors

contend that although the effects of partisanship may be muted in areas of limited or overlapping

authority, mayors can influence outcomes in policy domains exclusively under local control. Yet,

across 19 fiscal policy measures, mayoral partisanship has a significant effect on police spending

alone. Most recently, however, de Benedictis-Kessner and Warshaw (2016) provide evidence that

Democratic mayors do increase the size of municipal government, issuing more debt to support

greater spending overall.

Despite the primacy of partisanship, other attributes of leaders can affect behavior and out-

comes as well—-particularly when politicians’ characteristics are linked to distinct policy prefer-

ences. When members of underrepresented groups gain policymaking influence, they can have

measurable effects on policy. Several studies find a link between legislators’ racial minority group

membership and roll call voting behavior with African American members of Congress more likely

to support legislation that advances group interests (e.g., Canon 1999; Whitby 1997). Assessing

representation of African Americans in state legislatures, Owens (2005) finds that advances in de-

scriptive representation lead to increased spending in policy domains important to black legislators

and their constituents. Chattopadhyay and Duflo (2004) exploit a policy intervention that randomly
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assigned Indian villages to reserve council positions for women to identify their effect on policy

choices. Representation of women led to changes in public goods provision that reflected women’s

policy preferences and priorities. In the American states, Besley and Case (2003) find a positive

relationship between the share of women in state legislatures and increased family assistance and

stronger child-support laws. In contrast, Carnes (2013) argues that the overrepresentation of the

affluent generally leads to more conservative economic policy choices.

Although Carnes (2013) notes greater class diversity among politicians at the local level, com-

pared to state legislatures or Congress, it appears that business backgrounds are more common than

working-class occupations. Using data from the International City/County Manager Association

(ICMA), Carnes finds that working-class members make up the majority of city councils in a few

cities but also that business owners and executives are extremely well represented. Examining the

relationship between the class or occupational composition of a city council and the share of the

city budget allocated to welfare spending reveals a notable trend. “[T]owns and cities led by coun-

cils with greater shares of farm owners or managers, business owners or executives, and technical

professionals...devoted little or nothing to social programs” (Carnes 2013, p. 130). Although he

attempts to account for a range of potential confounders, the author also acknowledges the pos-

sibility that factors other than class could determine local welfare spending. Indeed, including

city-level covariates in the analysis calls into question the significance of the relationship between

class and welfare spending. Though, as Carnes (2013) mentions, cities also have limited flexibility

to adopt progressive economic policies.

The mixed results from empirical studies of mayoral influence are often consistent with the

idea that constraints on cities limit the effects of local politics, but some evidence suggests the

implications are more nuanced. For example, Craw (2010) acknowledges that competition among

cities appears to curb spending but also finds that lower levels of capital mobility can enable lo-

cal officials to pursue divergent policies on social welfare provision. Holman (2014) argues that

cities with female mayors are more likely to provide social welfare programs, although other re-

search finds gender has no significant effect on the size of local government or the composition
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of spending (Ferreira and Gyourko 2014). Studies assessing the impact of racial and ethnic mi-

nority mayors also produce conflicting results. Although Karnig and Welch (1980) find that black

mayors preside over increases in social welfare spending, Pelissero, Holian and Tomaka (2000)

provide empirical evidence suggesting that electing an African American or Latino mayor does

not lead to significant differences in fiscal policy (see also Nelson 1978). Most recently, Hopkins

and McCabe (2012) assess the influence of African American mayors in large U.S. cities and find

that electing a black mayor leads to reductions in police staffing and payrolls but otherwise has no

significant effect on the allocation of resources. In light of these results, the authors conclude “that

among issues, criminal justice alone combines the conditions necessary to allow for local politics

to shape local policy” (Hopkins and McCabe 2012, p. 692).

Indeed, the formal and informal constraints on local governments imply that mayors may be

unable to have policy influence comparable to politicians in other contexts—cities may present a

hard test for the effects of political leaders. Building on Tiebout’s (1956) insight that citizens “vote

with their feet,” Peterson (1981) argues that competition for mobile taxpayers essentially underpins

all urban policy choices. As a result, the range of viable local policy options is sharply curtailed,

rendering local politics largely inconsequential. In contrast, Stone’s (1989) regime theory implies

that precisely because of the constraints on local governments, politics is vitally important. Where

local government officials and organized interests can maintain durable coalitions, informal public-

private regimes can channel resources toward shaping agendas and advancing policy goals.

Evidence from a variety of political contexts supports a link between leaders and public policy,

that is policymakers with distinct preferences tend to produce divergent outcomes. Yet, efforts to

assess the impact of mayors have produced conflicting findings and a lack of consensus. It may

be, as Peterson (1981) implies, that the constraints and limitations on local governments allow

few, if any, opportunities for mayors to influence policy. However, discrepancies across studies

may reflect differences in study samples, time periods or research designs.1 For example, early

1For example, Pelissero, Holian and Tomaka (2000) compare outcomes in 12 cities (6 matched pairs) over the
time period of 1972 to 1992, and Karnig and Welch (1980) analyze a sample of 17 cities covering the years1968 to
1975. In their main regression discontinuity analysis, Hopkins and McCabe (2012) rely on a sample of 149 elections
in 76 large cities. Holman (2014) analyzes the relationship between women’s representation in 2007 and city budgets
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research on the influence of African American mayors had small samples of 6 to 17 cities, partly

because they cover a time period where few cities elected black mayors (Richard Hatcher of Gary,

Indiana, and Carl Stokes of Cleveland, Ohio, both elected in 1967 were among the earliest African

American mayors of major U.S. cities). Several of these studies rely on multivariate regression

analyses, but Pelissero, Holian and Tomaka (2000) use a matching design, while others (Ferreira

and Gyourko 2009; 2014; Gerber and Hopkins 2011; Hopkins and McCabe 2012) rely on regres-

sion discontinuity designs (RDDs). Although an RDD can support the identification of causal

effects, the resulting estimates are local average treatment effects. That is, these analyses estimate

the effect of narrowly electing a certain type of leader, so we might not expect results consistent

with studies that estimate average effects.

Although differences in study samples and research designs may partly explain conflicting re-

sults, we might also question which attributes of leaders are likely to be associated with differences

in policies and outcomes. Recall that formal theoretical models (e.g., Alesina 1988; Besley and

Coate 1997) predict divergent outcomes when politicians have distinct preferences. For example,

as Ferreira and Gyourko (2014, p. 28) acknowledge, “for the gender of the mayor to have any im-

pact first requires that men and women have different preferences for the goods and services that

local governments provide.” The authors draw on studies at the state and national level, highlight-

ing evidence that women’s preferences can be differentiated on issues such as education, health,

and redistribution. However, local governments, particularly in smaller cities, may not be active

in relevant policy areas. At the local level, school districts generally establish education policies,

and although cities do engage in redistribution, their ability to do so is typically limited by formal

and informal constraints (Peterson 1981). Similarly, differences by political party also may be less

salient at the local level. In his study of local elections, Oliver, Ha and Callen (2012) highlights the

contrast between the ideological nature of national politics and what he describes as the “manage-

rial” character of local democracy— particularly in smaller cities. Unlike national policy concerns

in 2008 in a sample of 214 cities with populations of at least 5,000. Ferreira and Gyourko (2014) use a regression
discontinuity design to estimate the effect of narrowly electing a female mayor on a variety of outcomes in 575 cities
with populations of at least 25,000.
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such as health care, national security, or immigration, core local policy domains include service

provision, zoning, and land use, which are typically difficult to cast in starkly partisan terms. The

prevalence of nonpartisan electoral institutions also complicates efforts to understand the effect of

party at the local level. The majority of local elections in the U.S. are nonpartisan. In some nonpar-

tisan elections, candidates’ party affiliations are easily accessible, but in cases where partisanship

is unknown, cities must be excluded from any analysis of the effect of party.

2.1 Business Executives as Politicians

When business executives run for office, they often emphasize their business knowledge and man-

agement skills. Candidates’ claims echo the rhetoric of municipal reformers who maintained that

the core function of city government—service provision—requires technical expertise rather than

political skill. Probably not coincidentally, business leaders were advocates of the reform move-

ment, which sought to shift the balance of power in city politics toward more affluent citizens

(Bridges 1997). Among their priorities were quality services and amenities combined with limited

redistribution to keep local taxes in check. This parallel between city government and business,

however, also reflects the challenges of municipal budgeting. In particular, Fuchs (1996, p. 70)

argues that following federal disengagement from cities and the urban fiscal crises of the 1970s,

issues of efficiency and financial management came to dominate local policy agendas, with an

emphasis on “treating citizens like customers and forcing governments to think like private busi-

nesses.”

In cities across the U.S., candidates routinely invoke the relevance and value of business expe-

rience. A 1969 advertisement for Amarillo (TX) mayor J. Ernest Stroud described the incumbent

as “a self-made businessman” who “knows the true value of the dollar.” In contrast, his opponent

was described as “a puppet of the political bosses” who “plans to spend with wild abandon.” When

she filed papers to run for mayor of San Bernardino (CA), Judith Valles said she would use her

“experience balancing multi-million dollar budgets and managing large-scale institutions to revi-

talize [the] city” (quoted in Precinct Reporter, July 17, 1997). In 2001, Republican Dennis Odle
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ran for mayor of Waterbury (CT) with the slogan “All Business, No Politics” (The Brass File [The

Waterbury Observer], October 14, 2007). Similar examples abound, from Quincy, Massachusetts

to Waukesha, Wisconsin and from Dallas, Texas to San Diego, California.2

Campaign rhetoric aside, there are reasons to expect that business owners and executives likely

share a distinctive set of policy preferences. Business owners and executives may be more con-

servative, on average, than candidates with different occupational backgrounds. Indeed, Carnes

(2012; 2013) distinguishes politicians with backgrounds in profit-oriented occupations, such as

farm owners, business owners, and other private-sector professionals. He anticipates that members

of Congress whose prior careers were defined by a profit imperative will have more conservative

economic policy preferences relative to their colleagues with working-class or service-based oc-

cupational experience. Using ideology scores as a measure of policy preferences, Carnes provides

empirical evidence consistent with this expectation. Business owners’ and executives’ political

attitudes may also be shaped or reinforced by their membership in business or trade associations

that advance strong policy positions on a variety of issues Manza and Brooks (2008). For example,

local chambers of commerce around the country promote business interests while the U.S. Cham-

ber of Commerce has spent more than $1.3 billion on lobbying over the past twenty years—more

than any other organization (Center for Responsive Politics 2017). A quick glance at the Chamber

of Commerce’s website (https://www.uschamber.com) or publications reveals, for example, their

support for lower tax rates, infrastructure investment, and entitlement reform.

At the local level, city finance and budgeting can have a direct impact on local business owners

by determining both personal and business tax obligations as well as the quality of municipal

services they receive. Broader policy implications, however, could also indirectly influence the

fortunes of local businesses. For example, reliable municipal services, desirable amenities, and

low taxes may make a city attractive to residents, businesses and consumers of goods and services,

creating a vital local economy (Peterson 1981). Indeed, Logan and Molotch (1987) contend that

2Specific examples cited here include Francis X. McCauley mayor of Quincy, Massachusetts from 1982 to 1989
(Boston Globe November 1, 1981); Robert J. Foley, Sr., candidate in Waukesha, WI (Milwaukee Journal March 30,
1994); Fred Meyer, candidate in Dallas, Texas (Boston Globe May 5, 1987); Bill Cleator, candidate in San Diego,
California (Los Angeles Times May 18, 1986).
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business interests, preoccupied with maximizing land values and promoting growth, prefer policies

that create a hospitable environment for commerce. The effective provision of basic municipal

services is essential, but the activities of government should be limited to keep tax rates in check.

If business owners and executives tend to be relatively conservative with a pro-growth orien-

tation that may also reflect, in part, the impact of local policies on the success and profitability

of their own businesses, these attitudes should shape a particular approach to fiscal policymaking.

Perhaps the policy preference most indelibly associated with conservatives and pro-growth advo-

cates is support for cutting taxes. For this reason, I hypothesize that electing a business owner or

executive mayor will lead to lower taxes on average. Less tax revenue implies that balancing the

budget would require either spending less or turning to other sources to replace lost tax revenue.

Whether or not they cut spending, it also seems likely that business executive mayors will work to

reallocate city spending to reflect their policy preferences.

On spending, however, I suspect that business owners and executives may have more nuanced

attitudes. That is, I expect their preferences to vary across spending categories. Here, I adopt Peter-

son’s (1981) policy typology and group spending into three classes—allocational, developmental,

and redistributive. Allocational policies involve so-called “housekeeping” services, such as public

safety and sanitation. On average, I expect electing a business executive mayor to have little or

no impact on spending in allocational policy areas. Limiting the quality or quantity of essential

services would likely displease voters and local business alike. Developmental policies, such as

infrastructure projects or desirable amenities, may afford a city a competitive edge in its efforts

to attract affluent taxpayers and businesses. I classify spending on roads, parks, and libraries as

developmental.3 Improving or adding roads may facilitate growth and development, while parks

and libraries can make a city more appealing and boost property values. Thus, I anticipate that

mayors with executive business experience will increase spending in developmental policy areas.

In contrast, I hypothesize that electing a business executive mayor will lead to a decline in spend-

3As Peterson himself acknowledges, how to classify policies is not always straightforward. Peterson (1981) clas-
sifies spending on highways and roads as clearly developmental, while he suggests that parks may be allocational
but could also be considered developmental to the extent that they make a locality more attractive to high-income
taxpayers. Following the same rationale, I also classify spending on libraries as developmental.
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ing on redistributive policies, such as welfare, housing, and public health. The notion that business

owners and executives are, on average, especially conservative, implies that they are unlikely to

support redistributive policies in general. Moreover, these policies disproportionately benefit less

well-off residents at the expense of more affluent taxpayers, which may undermine the local tax

base by sending businesses and affluent residents to other cities in an effort to avoid paying taxes

to fund services they neither need nor want.

Local fiscal policies can quite literally affect the cost of doing business in a city, so business

owners and executives are likely to be keenly aware of the tradeoffs between taxes and services.

Given their exposure to local policies and their experience with broader markets, business own-

ers and executives may think in terms quite similar to the tax-benefit ratio described by Peterson

(1981). As a result, I expect business executive mayors to pursue policies that prioritize municipal

services and amenities while avoiding redistribution. Given the constraints that local policymak-

ers face, however, the effects of business executive mayors may be limited in scope or magnitude.

Still, like leaders differentiated by other characteristics, mayors with executive business experience

are likely to have an impact on local policies leading to divergent fiscal policies.

3 Data and Methods

3.1 Empirical Strategy

An inherent challenge in identifying the effects of local leaders arises from the possibility that

both observed and unobserved differences in cities determine what types of leaders they elect.

Mayors’ attributes or experience are not randomly assigned to cities, and factors that influence local

electoral choices also may affect fiscal outcomes. To address concerns over endogeneity, I employ

a regression discontinuity design (RDD) to estimate the effect of electing a business executive

mayor. The RDD has become a common approach used in political science to identify causal

effects with observational data (e.g., Lee, Moretti and Butler 2004; Lee 2008; Ferreira and Gyourko

2009; 2014; Gerber and Hopkins 2011). A quasi-experimental design, the RDD is distinguished
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by its reliance on a forcing or assignment variable, a measure of the underlying probability of

exposure to treatment. At some threshold value of the rating variable, the probability of treatment

changes discontinuously. For example, vote share captures the underlying probability of winning

an election and exhibits a sharp discontinuity at 50%—a candidate’s vote share must exceed this

threshold to win.

In this case, the treatment of interest is a mayor with executive business experience, and the

underlying measure of support for a business executive candidate is her margin of victory (mea-

sured in terms of vote share).4 If and only if a business executive candidate wins the largest share

of the vote—that is, the margin of victory is a positive value, the city is assigned to the business

executive treatment. Thus, the vote share margin serves as the assignment, or rating, variable,

and 0% is a sharp threshold that determines treatment assignment. While candidates surely have

some influence over their vote shares, it seems quite unlikely that they can precisely manipulate

the assignment variable. As long as candidates lack precise control over the assignment variable,

an important consequence is that near the threshold, assignment to treatment is as-if random (Lee

2008; Lee and Lemieux 2010, p. 283). The “no sorting” assumption is the key identifying as-

sumption of the RDD—that potential outcomes are smooth across the discontinuity. I investigate

the validity of this assumption formally using the McCrary (2008) test of the density of the rating

variable and find no evidence of sorting (log difference in heights is -0.187 with SE 0.202; p =

0.355). Because treatment assignment is as-if random, it is not necessary to include covariates in

RD specifications, but covariates may be included to improve the precision of treatment effect es-

timates (Lee and Lemieux 2010). Testing the continuity of covariates also supports the validity of

the RDD.5 By focusing on close elections, I can compare outcomes in cities that are quite similar

in propensity to elect a business executive mayor but differ in actual leader experience, mitigating

the threat of omitted variable bias.

Although an RDD can facilitate causal inference from observational data, this strategy has

4Some elections include more than 2 candidates. Margin of victory is defined as the difference in the vote shares
of the top two candidates.

5Additional details on covariate continuity tests and other validity tests are included in the Appendix.
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important implications in terms of both data and results. An RDD that relies on election results for

its rating variable requires data on not only mayors but also runners-up, but not all election results

will enter into the analysis. First, to estimate the effect of electing a business executive mayor, I

must focus on races where one candidate possesses executive business experience and the other

does not. Although my mayoral candidates data covers 1217 complete elections, only 520 meet

this criterion. Ideally, estimation will rely on observations that lie close to the threshold (Imbens

and Lemieux 2008), which can further diminish the relevant sample size.

The aim of an RD analysis is to use the observations around the threshold in the rating variable

to estimate the size of the jump at the discontinuity, but across studies there are differences in

estimation strategies. In practice, RDD applications commonly have relied on alternative global

specifications that control for higher-order polynomials of the forcing variable. However, recent

work suggests that this method may produce misleading estimates and strongly advises use of

local linear specifications (Gelman and Imbens 2014; Skovron and Titiunik 2016). One concern

is that higher-order polynomial specifications can heavily weight observations that lie far from

the discontinuity. In contrast, local polynomial methods rely only on observations that lie within a

specified distance—-or bandwidth—-spanning the threshold of the forcing variable. Because RDD

results can hinge on specification and bandwidth choices, current best practices call for the use of

local linear regression combined with a data-driven approach to determining the bandwidth that

minimizes the mean squared error (MSE) of the RD estimator (Calonico, Cattaneo and Titiunik

2014, see also Imbens and Kalyanaraman 2012).

In the analyses that follow, I rely on local linear regression and use optimal bandwidths calcu-

lated per Calonico, Cattaneo and Titiunik (2014) to estimate the effects of narrowly electing a busi-

ness executive. Because the MSE-optimal bandwidth often seems subjectively wide—i.e., beyond

what we might consider a “close” electoral margin, I also include estimates using a 5% bandwidth.

That is, all observations within 5% on either side of the cutpoint are used in the estimation, and

observations are weighted by proximity to the cutpoint. Some very recent methodological work

on RDDs advocates the use of robust bias-corrected confidence intervals (Calonico, Cattaneo and
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Titiunik 2014; Skovron and Titiunik 2016). In the main text, I report robust standard errors, but

replicating these analyses with robust bias-corrected confidence intervals produces substantively

similar results (presented in the Appendix).6

Throughout this analysis, I estimate models of the following form:

Yit+2 = β0 + β1Business Executive Winit + f(Vit) + εit, (1)

where Business Executive Winit is an dichotomous variable indicating whether a business ex-

ecutive candidate won the mayoral election in city i in year t, and β1 is the quantity of interest, the

estimate of the effect of a mayor with executive business experience. The variable Yit+2 is a rele-

vant fiscal outcome measured two years after the mayoral election. My analysis considers several

public finance outcomes, including total expenditures, total revenue, total taxes, and total charges

and fees, as well as the allocation of resources across key spending categories (e.g., administration,

health, housing, parks, public safety, roads, and solid waste management). Mayoral terms of office

vary across cities, so outcomes measured two years after the city election allow time for a mayor

to pursue her policy goals while remaining within the two-year term maintained by some cities.

The term f(Vit) represents a flexible function of the rating variable, i.e., the business executive’s

vote-share margin (vote share centered at 0). For example, if a business executive candidate wins

election with 52% of the vote, the executive margin would be 0.02, and if the same candidate loses

with 48% of the vote, the rating variable would take the value -0.02. Following convention, f(Vit)

typically includes the forcing variable and the interaction of the forcing and treatment indicator

variables. (Lee and Lemieux 2010).

3.2 Elections, Candidates, & Local Fiscal Policy

To test for mayors’ effects on fiscal policy in U.S. cities, I have assembled data from multiple

sources covering candidates’ backgrounds, public finance outcomes, and local elections. I focus

6Clustering standard errors at the city level also produces similar results (not inluded).
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Table 1: Sample of Cities

Cities with > 50,000 Current Sample— Current Sample—
Population Mayors Data RD Analysis

Number of cities 603 248 190

Population 165,885 217,305 238,085
(410,156) (585,338) (663,676)

% White 68.70% 69.04% 69.06%
(18.60) (18.85) (19.25)

Unemployment 6.43% 6.29% 6.25%
(2.69) (2.53) (2.52)

Median HH income $43,666.75 $43,727.29 $43,832.77
(13,657.94) (13,584.26) (13,638.49)

Home ownership 58.45% 58.44% 58.63%
(12.47) (11.46) (11.55)

Median house value $143,319 $142,023 $139,848
(87,567.82) (78,348.31) (75,097.68)

Note: Descriptive statistics from the 2000 U.S. Census.

on a sample of 248 U.S. cities with populations of at least 50,000 as of the 2000 U.S. Census,

and the data cover the time period 1950 to 2007. The determination of the population cutoff was

informed by an interest in allowing considerable variation in city population size while ensuring

availability of relevant information about mayoral elections and candidates. Table 1 reports mea-

sures from the 2000 Census to describe the cities included in the sample, as well as those that

remain in the RD sample (cities where a business executive faces a non-business executive candi-

date). As a point of reference, descriptive statistics for all cities of comparable population are also

provided. Overall, the cities included in my sample have noticeably larger populations. Sample

cities have, on average, slightly higher shares of white residents with similar median household

incomes, home ownership rates, and house values. Aside from population, the samples appear to

be quite representative of U.S. cities with populations of at least 50,000.

To assemble a new dataset of mayoral candidates’ backgrounds, I began with an existing dataset

of U.S. mayoral elections collected via a survey of cities and townships. 7 I collected details about

7Election data were provided by Fernando Ferreira and Joseph Gyourko, who collected the data via a survey of
US cities and townships with a population of more than 25,000 people as of the year 2000. These data were used in
Ferreira and Gyourko (2009) as well as Ferreira and Gyourko (2014).
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candidates and their backgrounds from several sources, most commonly from contemporary news

reports, obituaries, and biographies provided by city websites and documents, the Biographical

Directory of the United States Congress, and the National Governors Association. From the raw

data, I coded candidates’ experience in a variety of political and occupational categories.8 In-

dicators of political experience include incumbency and prior experience as mayor, city council

member, county legislator, state legislator, and member of Congress. Occupational categories

include business owners and executives, non-executive business occupations, other white collar

occupations (such as healthcare professionals and educators), public sector employment, and blue

collar occupations.9 I also coded whether candidates are involved in specific sectors, such as real

estate and development and banking and investments.

The resulting dataset includes the race, gender, political experience, and occupational back-

grounds of 3,257 mayoral candidates. However, some candidates’ background information is

missing or incomplete, so much of the discussion here focuses on a subset of the sample, which

includes the top two candidates in 1,217 elections for which I have the most complete data. This

subset includes elections and candidates from 248 US cities in 44 states over the time period of

1950 to 2007. Table 2 summarizes political experience and demographic attributes of candidates

and mayors. Overall, the data suggest that mayors are not very diverse in terms of race, ethnicity

and gender. Nearly 11% of mayors are women, and 5.5% of mayors are African-American. His-

panic mayors make up 2.6% of the sample, and only 0.7% of mayors are Asian-American. Turning

to political experience, we see that about half of the mayors in the sample served on the city council

prior to their election and about 45% were reelected as incumbents. Few mayors have experience

at higher levels of government, and exceptions tend to occur in large cities or where a politician

can serve in multiple offices at once. For example, mayors from both New York (John Lindsay, Ed

Koch) and Los Angeles (Norris Poulson, Sam Yorty) served in Congress prior to their election.

Along with political experience and demographic attributes, occupational experience of can-

8This paper relies on data collected through December 30, 2016, and data collection is ongoing.
9With respect to the distinction between executive and non-executive business occupations, as coded, business

owner/executives are individuals described as owners, co-owners, or executive officers (president, vice-president, etc.)
of a business or firm engaged in the provision of goods and/or services for profit.
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Table 2: Experience & Attributes

Mayors Runners-up
Count Share Count Share

Race & Ethnicity

White 1110 91.2% 1117 91.2%
Black 67 5.5% 63 5.2%

Hispanic 32 2.6% 30 2.5%
Asian 8 0.7% 7 0.6%

Gender

Male 1088 89.4% 1086 89.2%
Female 129 10.6% 131 10.8%

Political Experience

No Experience 250 20.6% 433 35.7%

City Council 638 52.4% 560 46.0%
Mayor 606 50.1% 322 26.8%

Incumbent 546 45.2% 239 19.9%
State Legislator 111 9.1% 83 6.8%

County Legislator 34 2.8% 37 3.0%
US Legislator 15 1.2% 9 0.7%

n = 2434

Note: The table provides details on the political experience and attributes of mayors and mayoral candidates. Some mayors have
multiple types of prior political experience, so the sum of the share of candidates with all types of experience exceeds 100%.

didates provides more detailed information about the mayors that preside over American cities.

Although mayoral candidates are drawn from somewhat diverse occupational fields, notably, the

most common occupations are white-collar professions. Table 3 shows the distribution of common

occupations among mayoral candidates. First, we can note that the distribution of occupations is

quite similar for both mayors and runners-up. Business owners and executives account for about

32% of mayors. About 20% are attorneys, and about 13% of these have experience as a prosecutor

or city attorney. About 8% of mayors are public sector workers, including city, county, state, and

federal employees. Other common occupations include manager or supervisor, educator, health-

care and other professionals, administrator, and homemaker. The majority of educators are school

teachers, and the other professional category is dominated by engineers and accountants, along

with several architects and urban planners. Most of the administrators work in either education or
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Table 3: Occupational Backgrounds

Mayors Runners-up
Occupation Count Share Count Share

Business owner/executive 386 31.7% 397 32.6%
Attorney 240 19.7% 203 16.7%

Public Employee 96 7.9% 114 9.4%
Sales 75 6.2% 70 5.8%

Manager/supervisor 69 5.7% 61 5.0%
Educator 66 5.4% 55 4.5%

Administrator 39 3.2% 40 3.3%
Other professional 33 2.7% 38 3.1%

Homemaker 20 1.6% 24 2.0%
Healthcare professional 18 1.5% 15 1.2%

Other occupations 175 14.4% 200 16.4%

n = 2434

Note: The table provides details on the occupational experience of mayors and mayoral candidates. The occupations included
above are the most common among candidates and mayors in the sample.

the nonprofit sector. Among the occupational outliers are a florist and a baseball scout.10 Although

we might tend to think of business owners as Republicans, there are a fair share of Democrats.

Among candidates where a party affiliation is observed (about 67% of all candidates), more than

41% are Democrats while about 50% are Republicans.

Candidates and mayors with business executive experience are individuals described as owners

or corporate officers (CEO, COO, president, vice-president, treasurer, etc.) of a business or firm

engaged in the sale or provision of goods or services for profit. Among the business executive

mayors, several, including Michael Bloomberg, ran large businesses. For example, the so-called

“Onion King,” Othal Brand, who was mayor of McAllen, Texas for 20 years, was also co-founder

and chairman of Griffin & Brand, Incorporated, a produce processing company and one of the

world’s largest onion producers (Bell and Pipitone 2009). John M. Belk, four-term mayor of

Charlotte, North Carolina, was the president and CEO of the Belk family’s chain of department

stores (Belk n.d.). However, many candidates with executive business experience own or run much

smaller local businesses. Common examples include restaurants and food service businesses, real

10James L. Maxwell worked as a florist before serving as mayor of Tulsa, OK from 1958 to 1966. Charles L.
Babcock, mayor of Canton, OH from 1958 to 1961 worked as a baseball scout for the Cleveland Indians prior to his
election.
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estate and development firms, insurance agencies, and a number of funeral homes. Among the

more unusual businesses are a seed company, a firm that specializes in designing ice rinks, and a

cheese factory.

To test whether electing a business executive mayor produces systematically different fiscal

outcomes, I augment city election results and candidates’ background data with public finance

data drawn from the U.S. Census Bureau. Together, the Census of Governments and the Annual

Survey of Governments provide detailed revenue and expenditure data for U.S. local governments

from 1951 to 2012.11 All dependent variables are measured in per-capita constant (2000) dollars

adjusted for differences in the cost of living across states per Berry, Fording and Hanson (2000).12

From these sources, I first focus on total revenues and total expenditures, measures that capture the

size of government. Business executives tend to run on promises to increase efficiency, and they

are likely to prefer lower taxes. If business executive mayors fulfill their promises and pursue their

own policy preferences, we should expect to see systematic differences in key indicators of the

overall size of government. Yet, business executives are also likely to prefer quality services and

desirable amenities that can create a hospitable environment for commerce, so rather than cutting

spending, they may try to find alternative sources of revenue. Because of the expectation that

business executives prefer lower taxes and minimal redistribution, I also examine revenue sources,

such as total taxes and total user charges and miscellaneous revenue.

In addition to variables that capture the size of local government and distinguish between rev-

enue sources, I also consider whether and how electing a business executive affects spending in

various categories. If the goal of business owners and executives is to create a city that is hospitable

to commerce and promotes economic vitality, they may be likely to prioritize spending on services

and amenities that could attract businesses and residents. These could include essential services,

such as public safety, or local infrastructure and amenities. At the same time, business owners and

executives should be likely to avoid spending in redistributive policy areas. Fuchs (1992) empha-

11The Census of Governments is conducted every five years, while the Annual Survey of Governments includes
only a sample of local governments.

12Results are substantively similar with or without use of cross-state cost of living index.
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sizes that budgeting is a highly political process, in which mayors play a central role. As a result,

the allocation of resources across spending categories effectively reflects local leaders’ policy pri-

orities. Per-capita spending levels across policy areas reflect the compromises and tradeoffs of

municipal budgeting.13

4 Results

4.1 Size of Government

In this section, I present the results of a regression discontinuity analysis of the effect of electing a

mayor with executive business experience on the size of local government. I examine how business

executive mayors affect total expenditures and total revenue, as well as total taxes and total charges

and miscellaneous revenue. As described above, the RDD leverages variation in election outcomes

that plausibly can be attributed to chance. As long as candidates are unable to precisely manipulate

their vote shares, the outcomes of close elections are as-if random—akin to random assignment of

treatment in an experimental design. Here, the treatment of interest is a business executive mayor,

and intuitively, we would expect cities that barely do or do not elect a business executive are quite

similar in observed and unobserved factors related to the propensity to elect a business executive.

As a result, the RDD mitigates the threat of potential confounders that could bias the results.

However, it is important to note that RDDs produce estimates of local average treatment effects,

that is the effect of narrowly electing a business executive mayor.

Figure 1 includes graphs that plot key dependent variables against the rating variable, which

is the business executive candidate’s vote-share margin. Tables 4, 5, and 6 present estimates of

the effect of electing a business executive mayor on several dependent variables related to the size

of government, including total expenditures, total revenues, total taxes, and total charges and mis-

13In contrast to many prior studies (see e.g., Ferreira and Gyourko 2009; 2014; Gerber and Hopkins 2011; Hajnal
2010; Hopkins and McCabe 2012; Peterson 1981), I use absolute per-capita spending to measure fiscal policy priorities
rather than spending shares . Much like spending shares, absolute spending levels capture the outcome of budget
negotiation and allow for straightforward interpretation of results. The results do not depend on this operationalization,
and Section A.3 of the Appendix do include an analysis of spending shares.
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cellaneous revenue. Partly for ease of interpretation, I operationalize fiscal outcomes in per-capita

constant dollars, but using logged or differenced dependent variables yields consistent results (see

the Appendix for details of these analyses). The results in Tables 4, 5, and 6 include estimates from

local linear regression models using a bandwidth of 0.05 (models 2 and 4) as well as the optimal

bandwidth (models 1 and 3).

Although the as-if random treatment assignment in close elections implies that covariates are

not necessary to produce unbiased estimates, the use of pre-treatment covariates can improve pre-

cision (Lee and Lemieux 2010; Calonico et al. 2016). In Tables 4, 5, and 6, models 1 and 2

include only an indicator for a business executive mayor, the business executive’s margin, and the

interaction of the two. Models 3 and 4 add several pre-treatment covariates as well as the value

of the dependent variable the year before the election. The covariate-adjusted models account

for city-level characteristics, such as population, racial composition, median household income,

and median house value, that may be correlated with fiscal outcomes. In particular, population

tends to be systematically related to cities’ functional obligations and thus the size of government

while a city’s lagged spending and revenues are strong predictors of outcomes in subsequent years.

These pre-treatment covariates tend to improve the precision of point estimates considerably, but

the substantive results of the covariate-adjusted models do not hinge on the inclusion of additional

city-level variables. In comparison, the unadjusted models generally produce larger but noisier

estimates.14

Figure 1 (a) addresses total expenditures, with the business executive margin on the x-axis and

total expenditures (per-capita ) on the y-axis. The points represent binned averages of per-capita

total expenditures (bin width is 0.02). The vertical line marks the threshold in the rating variable,

and loess lines plot the relationship between total expenditures and business executive vote-share

margin. Note that the rating variable is centered at 0, so the points on the left side of the threshold—

negative values of the rating variable—indicate expenditures in cities where the business executive

14Another option for improving the precisions of the RD estimates is to operationalize the dependent variables as
the difference between the values at t + 2 and t − 1. The Appendix contains these results, as well as specifications
with logged dependent variables.
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Table 4: Effect of Electing a Business Executive on Size of Government

Dependent Mean &
Variable Std. Dev. (1) (2) (3) (4)

Total Expenditures 1,506.89 532.35 856.72 135.42 102.56
(1,053.30) (373.63) (548.11) (107.14) (158.14)

Bandwidth 0.099 0.050 0.093 0.050
Observations 266 151 236 143

Total Revenues 1,495.28 400.29 649.83 124.05 108.54
(995.39) (334.30) (454.73) (101.62) (108.81)

Bandwidth 0.092 0.050 0.066 0.050
Observations 251 151 184 143

Total Debt 1,765.33 245.03 404.17 279.79 374.27
(1,478.05) (542.59) (731.95) (547.65) (754.69)

Bandwidth 0.082 0.050 0.084 0.050
Observations 227 151 214 143

Covariates No No Yes Yes

Note: The table presents results of local linear regression models with robust standard errors. Models 1 and 2 include the treatment
variable, forcing variable, and the interaction of the two. Models 2 and 4 add pre-treatment covariates. Models 2 and 4 use a
bandwidth of 0.05 while models 1 and 3 use the optimal bandwidth calculated per Calonico, Cattaneo and Titiunik (2014) (noted
for each dependent variable). All dependent variables are measured in constant per-capita dollars. ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05
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Table 5: Effect of Electing a Business Executive on Municipal Revenue

Dependent Mean &
Variable Std. Dev. (1) (2) (3) (4)

Own-source 1,169.35 196.35 361.58 151.64∗ 158.45∗

Revenues (748.06) (222.21) (277.90) (80.83) (83.75)

Bandwidth 0.081 0.050 0.056 0.050
Observations 222 151 154 143

Total Taxes 556.18 110.75 195.85 −11.97 −12.29
(383.23) (102.81) (126.29) (35.72) (47.97)

Bandwidth 0.093 0.050 0.083 0.050
Observations 252 151 213 143

Property Taxes 371.26 197.44∗∗ 278.41∗∗∗ 14.37 22.38
(357.42) (88.13) (106.54) (31.31) (38.13)

Bandwidth 0.080 0.050 0.074 0.050
Observations 219 151 198 143

Sales Taxes 126.95 −40.74 −45.35 1.94 1.27
(132.27) (32.31) (35.86) (9.23) (9.27)

Bandwidth 0.073 0.050 0.053 0.050
Observations 210 151 148 143

Charges & Misc. 315.62 108.54 177.72 56.04 62.60
Revenue (261.18) (100.78) (127.24) (36.93) (38.52)

Bandwidth 0.071 0.050 0.057 0.050
Observations 207 151 155 143

Covariates No No Yes Yes

Note: The table presents results of local linear regression models with robust standard errors. Models 1 and 2 include the treatment
variable, forcing variable, and the interaction of the two. Models 2 and 4 add pre-treatment covariates. Models 2 and 4 use a
bandwidth of 0.05 while models 1 and 3 use the optimal bandwidth calculated per Calonico, Cattaneo and Titiunik (2014) (noted
for each dependent variable). All dependent variables are measured in constant per-capita dollars. ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05
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Figure 1: Size of Government
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(a) Total Expenditures
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(b) Total Revenue

Note: Each graph plots the relationship between the dependent variable and the rating variable. The x-axis is business executive
vote-share margin, and the y-axis is the value of the dependent variable in dollars per capita. Points are binned averages.

lost while points on the right reflect expenditures in cities that elected a business executive. The

graph shows a jump of about $700.00 in total expenditures at the threshold. The results presented

in Table 4 provide some support for an increase in total expenditures, with point estimates ranging

from $103 in a covariate-adjusted local linear regression model with a 5% bandwidth to $857 in

an unadjusted model. However, none of the estimates approach statistical significance.

Figure 1 (b) plots total revenue with business executive margin on the x-axis and per-capita

total revenue on the y-axis. In this graph, we observe a similar but smaller increase in total revenue

at the cutpoint, which is consistent with the results presented in Table 4. The effect of electing a

business executive mayor ranges from a $109 to $650 per-capita increase in spending, but these

estimates also fail to reach conventional levels of statistical significance. Table 4 shows a similar

pattern for total debt—positive but not statistically significant point estimates ranging from $245

to $404.

Although electing a business executive mayor appears to have little effect on the overall size of

government, further analyses yield some suggestive evidence of other changes in fiscal outcomes.
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Table 6: Effect of Electing a Business Executive on Municipal Debt

Dependent Mean &
Variable Std. Dev. (1) (2) (3) (4)

Debt Issued 251.45 208.69 212.66 142.34 94.64
(370.93) (149.25) (201.01) (108.33) (123.65)

Bandwidth 0.083 0.050 0.074 0.050
Observations 229 151 198 143

Short-term Debt 60.68 35.28 86.05∗ 47.97 58.96∗

(194.71) (46.06) (45.92) (31.51) (33.67)

Bandwidth 0.080 0.050 0.062 0.050
Observations 220 151 167 143

Covariates No No Yes Yes

Note: The table presents results of local linear regression models with robust standard errors. Models 1 and 2 include the treatment
variable, forcing variable, and the interaction of the two. Models 2 and 4 add pre-treatment covariates. Models 2 and 4 use a
bandwidth of 0.05 while models 1 and 3 use the optimal bandwidth calculated per Calonico, Cattaneo and Titiunik (2014) (noted
for each dependent variable). All dependent variables are measured in constant per-capita dollars. ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05

Table 5 presents RD results similar to those described above but focuses on sources of municipal

revenue. These results indicate that business executive mayors have little if any effect on taxes

but may still preside over an increase in revenue raised from local sources. Covariate-adjusted

models yield positive point estimates of $152 to $158 per capita, and these results are marginally

statistically significant. A closer look at Table 5 provides a hint as to one possible source of this

revenue increase. The results include an increase in charges and miscellaneous revenue with point

estimates ranging from $56 to $178 depending on the specification. Results from the covariate-

adjusted models approach—but fall just short of— conventional levels of statistical significance

(in models 3 and 4, p = 0.131 and p = 0.106, respectively). Indeed, in some specifications, the

increase in charges and miscellaneous revenue is statistically significant at the 10% level.

Overall, the results presented above provide no evidence to suggest that electing a business

executive leads to lower total revenues or expenditures, but these results are consistent with the

notion that business executives would prefer to limit taxes while maintaining municipal services

and amenities. Indeed, we find some indications that business executives may increase expendi-
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tures and revenues. Total own-source revenue is higher by about $158 per-capita. Any boost in

cities’ own-source revenue, however, appears likely to come from charges and miscellaneous in-

come rather than taxes. Notably, these results also provide some suggestive evidence that business

executive mayors increase debt—-in particular, short term debt. Used to cover operating expenses

in anticipation of future revenue, higher levels of short-term debt could reflect a distinctive ap-

proach to financial management, but greater outstanding short-term debt also could be an indicator

of fiscal strain (see e.g., Fuchs 1992). Although the results presented in Tables 4, 5, and 6 fall short

of providing conclusive evidence, they do yield the first hint that business executive mayors might

influence fiscal outcomes.

4.2 Spending

The analysis above indicates that business executive mayors do not have a major impact on the

size of government. However, given business leaders’ preferences for policies that create a hos-

pitable environment for commerce, increase property values, and limit redistribution, mayors with

experience as business owners or executives could influence how local resources are allocated. In

this section, I consider whether and how electing a business executive mayor affects spending in

a variety of categories. The analysis incorporates a number of dependent variables that measure

expenditures allocated to key local spending categories (Financial Administration and General

Control, Fire Protection, Health, Highways, Housing and Community Development, Libraries,

Parks and Recreation, Police Protection, and Sanitation, and Welfare). The RDD results suggest

that business executive mayors do influence cities’ spending priorities.

Figure 3 depicts RDD estimates of the effect of narrowly electing a business executive mayor

on per-capita city expenditures in multiple spending categories. Note that spending categories are

grouped into three classes—allocational, developmental, and redistributive—reflecting the policy

typology formulated by Peterson (1981). The horizontal axis denotes the size of the effect in

dollars per capita, and the vertical axis lists each dependent variable. The dots indicate point esti-

mates, and the solid bars span 90% confidence intervals while the dashed lines extend to show the
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95% confidence intervals. All of the results reported in Figure 3 reflect estimates from covariate-

adjusted local linear regressions with a bandwith of 0.05. The specifications are comparable to

those presented in Table Tables 4, 5, and 6 above and include several covariates (population, racial

composition, median household income, and median house value, and the lagged dependent vari-

able). The Appendix provides additional details of these results as well as alternative specifications.

Figure 2: Spending by Category
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(b) Roads

Note: Each graph plots the relationship between the dependent variable and the rating variable. The x-axis is business executive
vote-share margin, and the y-axis is the value of the dependent variable in dollars per capita. Points are binned averages.

The results presented in Figure 3 are largely consistent with policy choices we would expect

from business owners and executives. Indeed, we observe a significant decrease in spending on

housing and community development, which can include spending on public housing, as well as

economic development projects, community centers, homeowner assistance, and other initiatives

to assist low-income residents. Along with health expenditures, and housing and community de-

velopment spending is typically redistributive in nature (Peterson 1981; Hajnal 2010). Electing

a business executive mayor leads to a decrease of $27 per capita in total spending allocated to

housing and community development (standard error = 11.551, p-value = 0.021), and this result is

robust across a range of alternative specifications. Electing a business executive mayor appears to
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Figure 3: Business Executive Mayors & Spending by Policy Area
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Note: Figure 3 presents results of covariate-adjusted local linear regressions using bandwidth of 0.05 to estimate the effect of
electing a business executive mayor on per-capita spending. The horizontal axis denotes the effect size in dollars per capita,
and the vertical axis lists the dependent variables. The dots represent point estimates, and the bars illustrate robust confidence
intervals. Additional details are included in the Appendix.

have no meaningful effect on health or welfare spending, yet expenditures in these categories also

are quite small relative to spending in other policy areas (in the sample, the mean total expenditures

allocated to health is $21 per capita and mean spending on welfare is $22 per capita, compared to

$52 per-capita for housing).

While business executive mayors are associated with lower levels of spending on housing and

community development, the results suggest that business executive mayors may prioritize spend-

ing on developmental initiatives such as roads and parks. Spending on highways and roads can

improve transportation and accessibility, attracting residents and businesses and generating eco-

nomic benefits while parks and recreation can provide amenities that make a community more
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attractive, perhaps even contributing to a stronger tax base (Peterson 1981).15 The effect of a busi-

ness executive mayor is an increase of $90 in per-capita expenditures allocated to roads (standard

error = 43.257, p-value = 0.039). Electing a business executive may also lead to an increase in

per-capita spending on parks and recreation. The estimate of about $54 per capita is statistically

significant at the 10% level (standard error = 30.583, p-value = 0.079). The results for parks, how-

ever, are somewhat sensitive to the choice of specification (see the Appendix for details). Yet, sim-

ilar results provide quite consistent evidence that electing a business executive leads to increased

spending directed to roads.

The remaining spending categories represent essential or so-called “housekeeping” services,

including public safety, sanitation, and administration. For the most part, the results imply that

electing a business executive mayor has little impact on the allocation of resources to such services.

The estimates of the effect on spending for public safety and solid waste management are quite

small in magnitude and are not statistically significant. The results do, however, suggest that

business executive mayors may be associated with a small increase in expenditures allocated to

spending on financial administration and general control. Electing a business executive mayor

leads to an $11 increase in per-capita administration expenditures, an estimate that is marginally

statistically significant

Overall, the results presented here suggest that narrowly electing a business executive mayor

leads to systematic changes in local fiscal policy. Despite campaign promises of increased effi-

ciency, I find no indication that business executive mayors reduce total expenditures or total rev-

enues. However, the RDD results provide strong and consistent evidence that business executive

mayors are associated with lower levels of spending allocated to housing and community develop-

ment. Moreover, the results of the spending analysis suggest that decreases in this redistributive

category are accompanied by increased expenditures on developmental policy areas, such as roads

and parks. These results are consistent with the notion that business executives prefer lower taxes

15Peterson (1981) classifies spending on highways and roads as clearly developmental, while he suggests that parks
may be allocational but could also be considered developmental to the extent that they make a locality more attractive
to high-income taxpayers. Following the same rationale, I also classify spending on libraries as developmental.
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and limited redistribution along with high-quality services and amenities that can make a city at-

tractive to businesses and residents. The findings also comport with the hypothesis that business

executives will pursue policy preferences for restricting tax increases without compromising core

municipal services and amenities.

4.3 The Role of Party

One potential concern about these results is the possibility that the effects of electing a business ex-

ecutive reflect mayors’ political party affiliations rather than their experience in business. Though

it is true that more business owners and executives in the sample are Republicans, many Democrats

also own or operate businesses. The key difficulties in addressing this concern are that party af-

filiation is unobserved for many mayors in the sample and that in some cases the candidates are

copartisans.

To investigate whether the RDD results do, in fact, reflect party, I focus on the subset of data in

which party is observed (and different) for the winning candidate and the runner-up. This approach

is admittedly imperfect, but it does suggest that the effect of electing a business executive mayor

is distinct from the effect of electing a Republican.16 Table 7 shows the RD estimates of electing

a business executive mayor on per-capita spending for both housing and roads in the subset of

cities where candidates’ party affiliations are known. These results are consistent with the analysis

above. The magnitude of the effect is larger for spending on roads, but I again find that business

executive mayors preside over lower per-capita spending on housing and higher levels of spending

on roads.

In addition to replicating my main findings, I also run a separate RD analysis to examine the

effects of electing a Republican mayor. The results, presented in Table 8, suggest that the effect

of electing a Republican is not the same—-or even similar to—-the effect electing a business

executive. Indeed, the sign of the coefficient on roads is reversed, and the estimate of the effect

on housing is neither substantively nor statistically significant. These results should be interpreted

16The Appendix includes additional results.
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Table 7: Effect of Electing a Business Executive

Elections With Candidates of Different Parties

Dependent Mean &
Variable Std. Dev. (1) (2) (3) (4)

Roads 100.82 157.13∗∗ 147.37∗∗ 137.69∗∗ 147.16∗∗

(81.36) (68.73) (64.57) (58.71) (63.60)

Bandwidth 0.046 0.050 0.057 0.050
Observations 68 72 72 69

Housing 63.56 −40.42 −42.60 −39.14∗∗ −39.81∗∗

(80.10) (27.90) (27.73) (17.82) (18.49)

Bandwidth 0.053 0.050 0.055 0.050
Observations 72 70 71 68

Covariates No No Yes Yes

Note: The table presents results of local linear regression models with robust standard errors incorporating only the subset of data
where opposing candidates differ in party affiliation. Models 1 and 2 include the treatment variable, forcing variable (business
executive’s vote margin), and the interaction of the two. Models 2 and 4 add pre-treatment covariates. Models 2 and 4 use a
bandwidth of 0.05 while models 1 and 3 use the optimal bandwidth calculated per Calonico, Cattaneo and Titiunik (2014) (noted
for each dependent variable). All dependent variables are measured in constant per-capita dollars. ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05

with caution especially in light of the small number of observations. Taken together, however,

these analyses substantially mitigate concerns that the effects attributed to business executives

simply reflect the influence of political party.

5 Conclusion

In June, 2004, the city council of Wilmington, North Carolina, approved a $122 million budget that

included a property tax rate cut. At the time, city council member Katherine Moore “commended

the mayor [Spence Broadhurst] for putting together a budget that offers the citizens a tax break

without remarkable cuts in services or capital projects” (Gannon 2004). To offset the lost revenue,

the spending plan increased a range of fees and charges, including water and sewer fees, municipal

golf course fees, parking rates, and junk vehicle fees. Increasing municipal fees and charges is

hardly unusual. Indeed, the National League of Cities, in 2013, reported that “for much of the past

two decades, regardless of the state of national, regional, or local economies, the most common
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Table 8: Effect of Electing a Republican

Elections With Candidates of Different Parties

Dependent Mean &
Variable Std. Dev. (1) (2) (3) (4)

Roads 100.82 −76.94 −82.48 −86.30 −102.32∗

(81.36) (65.92) (69.22) (53.34) (61.13)

Bandwidth 0.054 0.050 0.063 0.050
Observations 74 72 78 69

Housing 63.56 42.92 44.44 −3.29 −2.56
(80.10) (28.90) (29.57) (16.12) (16.44)

Bandwidth 0.071 0.050 0.053 0.050
Observations 87 70 69 68

Covariates No No Yes Yes

Note: The table presents results of local linear regression models with robust standard errors incorporating only the subset of data
where opposing candidates differ in party affiliation. Models 1 and 2 include the treatment variable, forcing variable (Republican’s
vote margin), and the interaction of the two. Models 2 and 4 add pre-treatment covariates. Models 2 and 4 use a bandwidth of
0.05 while models 1 and 3 use the optimal bandwidth calculated per Calonico, Cattaneo and Titiunik (2014) (noted for each
dependent variable). All dependent variables are measured in constant per-capita dollars. ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05

action taken to boost city revenues has been to increase the amount of fees charged for services”

(Pagano and Hoene 2008). A tradeoff between fees and taxes may be less common, although

Matsusaka (2004) finds that direct democracy, at both the state and city levels, is associated with a

similar shift in revenue sources—from taxes to user fees and charges. The analysis presented here

provides some suggestive evidence that mayors with executive business experience also may be

more likely to shape policies that resemble those of Wilmington, decreasing or maintaining local

taxes and increasing municipal fees and charges to bolster revenues from local sources.

With original data on mayoral candidates backgrounds, this paper sheds new light on the may-

ors who serve in America’s city halls. These data reveal that mayors are not a very diverse group.

They tend to be white and male with white-collar occupations. Business executives are especially

well represented, accounting for about 30% of mayors in a sample of 248 U.S. cities. Leverag-

ing the “as-if random” treatment assignment that arises from close elections, this study estimates

the causal effect of narrowly electing a mayor with executive business experience on a number
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of local fiscal outcomes. I find that business executive mayors do not cut total revenues or total

expenditures. Business executive mayors do, however, preside over systematic changes in spend-

ing priorities. Electing a business executive mayor leads to a lower levels of spending allocated to

housing and community development and greater city spending on roads.

As we might expect given the formal and informal constraints they face, business executive

mayors do not dramatically influence the overall size of local government. Yet, like political

leaders in other contexts, mayors with executive business experience do shape municipal fiscal

policy in important and measurable ways by shifting spending priorities. These policy changes

have implications for the distribution of both costs and benefits of local government. To the extent

that cities increase their reliance on fees and charges and decrease spending on housing programs,

they limit the potential for redistribution. Although allocating additional funds to roads and parks

may benefit citizens broadly, cuts to housing and community development likely affect poorer

residents disproportionately. These findings also raise questions for future research.

Electing a business owner or executive to the office of mayor leads to changes in fiscal pol-

icy consistent with the types of policy choices that Peterson (1981) suggests are necessary to at-

tract businesses and high-income taxpayers. Such policies should promote economic vitality and

strengthen the local tax base. Future research might examine the downstream effects of business

executive mayors. Is there evidence of greater economic growth or a stronger tax base? What are

the implications of these policy changes for low-income residents? Some survey evidence indi-

cates that at the local level, the public prefers service-based charges to taxes (Matsusaka 2004). At

the same time, reliance on revenue from fees and charges as opposed to taxes also may have impli-

cations for fiscal management and health because restrictions on the use of fee-based revenue may

limit local leaders discretion and flexibility in managing a city’s fiscal affairs and exacerbate fiscal

challenges (Erie, Kogan and MacKenzie 2011). Is there a link between who serves as mayor and

cities’ fiscal health? Finally, this study challenges the notion that local leaders and local politics

are largely inconsequential and should encourage researchers to further consider how the leaders

voters select matter to policy choices and outcomes—even at the local level.
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